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Since using ASE I 
have had a better 

overview of my cars, 
which have helped me 

lower my days to turn and 
increase my return on 

investment
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New Ideas And Old 
School Basics
We had a busy four days in Las Vegas for our annual trip to the NADA Show and I want to 
thank everyone involved in making it happen – and, indeed, those who joined us for the visit. 
Whilst we can’t cover everything that happened in those four days, hopefully this short White 
Paper will serve as a reminder of the key learning points from the Show.

It’s been four years since I 
personally attended a NADA Show 
and a lot has changed. Digital 
marketing is now the norm and 
there were acres of stands in the 
NADA Expo trying to sell you data 
analysis and social media tools. 
Online sales are just a click away.

But the fundamentals of the 
industry remain the same. This is a 
people business and, whether your 
personality is expressed online or 
in the dealership, the customers 
have to trust you before they buy. 
Not only that, the culture and 
leadership you show affects your 
staff and the way they react too.

We saw some of that during 
our fascinating visit to Towbin 
Motorcars, one of the most 
successful luxury car dealerships 
in the US. I want to publicly thank 

David Reunert, Head of Sales 
Operations, for taking the time to 
show us around and share some of 
his experience with us.

The US car dealers we spoke to 
at NADA were in pretty buoyant 
mood. New car sales are at near-
record levels in the US and it’s 
been a strong year for used car 
sales too, with affordability of some 
new cars pushing more and more 
buyers to look at used. Aftersales 
is growing too, with franchised 
dealers taking a greater share as 
cars and light trucks become more 
complicated to maintain.

That mood was reflect across 
the seminars and the Expo floor. 
Buzzwords this year included 
‘customer-centric’, ‘digital retailing’ 
(which appears to be tech-speak 
for online sales) and ‘data-driven’. 

Apparently, we’re all going to be 
relying on Artificial Intelligence in 
the very near future.

Whether you believe that or not, 
a visit to the NADA Show is always 
a fascinating experience, with lots 
of opportunity to spot new trends 
and remind yourself of simple, old 
fashioned, best practice – all away 
from the daily pressures of running 
a dealership. 

I hope our guests enjoyed it and I 
hope you enjoy reading about  
it here.

Aftersales is growing too, with 
franchised dealers taking a greater 

share as cars and light trucks 
become more complicated to 

maintain.

Save the date 
NADA Show 2021 
January 21st - 24th

in New Orleans,
Louisiana

Trevor Jones
Founder
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New At NADA
A decade of margin compression and more AI

Dealership managers should be more concerned about internal threats to the business, such as maintaining 
margins or upping customer retention, than external threats such as autonomous cars or ride sharing. That’s 
the view of respected analyst, Glenn Mercer, as he presented an update to his Dealership of Tomorrow study.

The conventional dealership is “here to stay” concluded Mercer.

“Stores have become more and more 
digital, rather than being replaced 

by digital,” he said. “Convenience has 
become a real driver for the customer 

and we must continue to make 
business easier to do.”

“Dealerships are becoming somewhat 
less profitable, as are all retail 

operations, but used and service 
work are the upside. This will be the 
decade of cost reduction and good 

operational management.”

Other threats are receding. Electric car sales (in the US) are growing at a slower rate than some had predicted; 
Mercer sees 6% market share by 2025. High-level forecasts of autonomous cars have been scaled back and the 
threat from ride-hailing services is marginal. There are some signs that this business is already maturing.

Uber would like some of your courtesy car business. 
The new Uber for Business division claims it can 
offer a customer pick-up and delivery service more 
cost effectively than running your own. It will cut 
down on vehicle investment and allow flexibility to 
handle peak demand.

Self-service kiosk business, GoMoto, has been 
bought by DMS-giant Reynolds and Reynolds. As a 
result, GoMoto will add a suite of Reynolds digital 
tools to its interactive interface. The kiosks have 
proved popular at some high volume US dealerships 
and have been trialled by some brands in the UK.

Sales lead provider, AutoAlert, has been 
transformed in the last couple of years into 
a Customer Experience Management tool. 
Significant investment has come from serial auto-
entrepreneur, Mike Dullea. New to the system for 
2020 are a recall management system and volume 
targeting analysis. AutoAlert says it has a version 
that complies with European data rules.

Expect to see artificial intelligence (AI) play a greater 
role in vehicle appraisal and repair costing. The same 
software that allows face tagging in social media is 
now becoming available in mobile damage reporting, 
according to Ben Flusberg of M-Logic. Automated 
damage detection will lead to more consistent 
condition reporting, he claimed.
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The future is now, 
think 1 to 3 years. 

This is the time 
frame these days

Car Shopping In The Future
Jessica Stafford, Senior Vice President, Cox Automotive

Car dealers and their customers are coming to the same conclusion about the car buying 
and owning experience; it’s not good enough. A recent Cox survey found 89% of dealers 
agreed that they must find alternative ways to sell and service cars if they want to survive.

The question is: What do you plan to do about it?

01 Give them what they want

Service is a huge opportunity to remove friction. 
Customers would love you to offer a service pick-up 
and drop off at home with a loan vehicle. In fact 90% 
of respondents to the Cox survey said it would be 
appealing and 67% of respondents said they would 
switch brand for it.

Only marginally less popular would be test drives 
from home or the office (83%) and purchased 
vehicle drop off (82%). At home maintenance would 
be appealing to 79% of respondents.

But this does not mean the end of the dealership. Customers still want a location where they can go to look at a 
range of vehicles and where they can meet a product specialist. But they want product advice; not to be sold to.

02 Pay attention to trailblazers

Today’s tech-forward customers are the mainstream 
of tomorrow. Indeed there is a large subset of ‘rising 
trailblazers’ who are attracted by new technology, 
even if they don’t actively use it.

Trailblazers are comfortable with:

• Viewing hologram 3D images of a car at home
• Being ‘shown around’ a car by a virtual assistant
• Taking virtual test drives using VR devices
• Remote vehicle software updates

03 Stay on top of innovation

Innovation continues to accelerate and the future is 
sooner than you think. Consumers are getting used 
to goods being delivered at the push of a button 
and expect the same service levels from their car 
dealer.

Customers are comfortable with the use of AI and 
are willing to share data if it makes their lives easier 
or more convenient. Use AI to develop a deeper 
relationship with your customers and to integrate 
your services with their lifestyle.

Top ranking concepts

89%Service drop-off and pick-up + loaner Saves timefound 
appealing

Purchase vehicles swap and return 85% Conveniencefound 
appealing

Test drive delivery 83% Conveniencefound 
appealing

Purchase vehicle delivery 82% Saves timefound 
appealing

At-home maintenance 79% Saves timefound 
appealing
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79% of car  
buyers and 55% of 
service customers  

spend a few weeks or 
more researching a  

dealership

22%3 Months

21%6+ Months

18%1 Month

18%A Few Weeks

14%A Few Days

7%Same Day

£
26%Same Day

21%6+ Months

19%A Few Days

13%3 Months

12%A Few Weeks

9%1 Month

What Buyers Want
Erica Sietsma, Senior Vice President, Digital Air Strike

Every year Digital Air Strike surveys 4000 US car buyers and service customers 
about their dealership selection process and experience. The survey, which 
includes questions about social media, reviews and car buying online, provides 
a vital snapshot of what car owners really want.

One of the key findings of the survey is that 
choosing the dealership is not a short term decision 
– even for servicing. Yes, 26% of service customers 
researched and picked a dealership on the same 
day but 21% were looking for over six months.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the majority of that 
searching is done on mobile; 75% of car buyers and 
68% of service customers used a mobile device to 
research a dealership.

Price, and the clear visibility of special offers, 
remains a key factor in choice. The lack of special 
offers and high prices were the main reasons given 
for not contacting a dealership on both sales and 
service. But ‘hard to contact’ was also a factor for 
12% of buyers and 16% of servicers.

Equally, price and ‘not convenient’ were the most 
important factors in deciding not to do business with 
a franchised dealership.

Social matters

Social media and review sites are the most helpful 
in choosing both sales and service for more than 
half both sets of customers, with 63% of service 
customers going for social and review sites.

Factors such as star ratings and the comments 
of other customers are important, but how you 
respond to social media is also vital. 

60% of buyers and 62% of 
servicers said a dealership 

response matters when 
selecting a dealership

Equally, speed of response to an enquiry is also vital. Some 61% of respondents say the speed of a 
dealership’s response impacted their decision to purchase with them over others. In the survey, around half 
of dealers were managing to respond within an hour, while around 40% were taking less than 24 hours.

But that leaves around 10% who are taking up-to a week or not responding at all.

Action plan 

Be easy to contact, everywhere
Highlight special offers
Encourage reviews and feedback

Be pro-active on social media
Respond quickly and with clear pricing

Fast Money
XXLOS

E WIN

3 Months              22%

6+ Months             21%

A Few Days            14%

Time Spent Researching 
a Dealership

A Few Weeks          12%

6+ Months              21%

Same Day             26%

1 Month                18%

A Few Weeks       18%

Same Day               7%

A Few Days           19%

3 Months               13%

1 Month                    9%

79% of buyers and 55% of servicers spend a few 
WEEKS or more researching a dealership  

Sales Service
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Facing Up To Facebook
Matt Stoffel, Outreach Manager, 9 Clouds

Pay to play

Paying for Facebook is imperative these days. 
Changes to the display algorithm in the wake of 
concerns around election campaigns have given 
greater priority to posts from family and friends – 
and less priority to posts from businesses (even if 
they are liked). 

New controls allow Facebook users to see who has 
uploaded a list containing their details and they can 
choose to hide all ads from selected advertisers. So 
how are we going to reach potential buyers while 
respecting their privacy?

Careful use of Facebook targeting data and categories remains the key. This should take a funnel approach, 
starting with interest-based targeting and lookalike audiences, before moving down into website visitors and live 
prospects. The narrow category should be conversion page retargeting.

In creating audiences, it is vital to make full use of your own CRM data. This is the one piece of data your 
competitors don’t have.

Facebook is a critical part of any online marketing strategy and a great way to 
get your stock in front of customers. But the fact is, it has a tainted past with 
some users and poor public perception if you’re looking for ethically  
conscious marketing.

The two internet giants, Facebook and Google, 
represent a duopoly in digital advertising. But they 
are very different. Whereas consumers go to Google 
for something specific (they go to search), they 
usually go to Facebook to browse; in a directionless 
way. They are more likely to be led away if 
something catches their eye.

What’s more, Facebook (and its subsidiaries) 
dominate social media. Facebook also owns 
WhatsApp, Messenger and Instagram; making it 
the town square of the internet. It’s where people 
congregate to gossip.

Retargeting

It is important to have clear boundaries in place 
when retargeting potential customers. These should 
include keeping frequency reasonable in order to 
prevent ad fatigue, or even outrage. You need to 
sculpt the funnel to match the buyers journey but 
also be in a position to outpace the opposition at 
key moments of engagement.

Third party data supply is now controlled but 
is available through selected agencies, with 
added privacy controls. You can also still look at 
competitors’ ads through the Facebook ad  
library tool.

Be ready to hit the pause button if a natural disaster or other news crisis hits. Users worrying about loved ones do 
not want to see your advertising.

Facebook Inc.

Tencent Inc.

Other

Facebook Inc.

WhatsApp

Messenger

WeChat

Instagram

QQ

Qzone

Tiktok

Weibo

Reddit

Twitter

2,375m

1,600m

1,300m

1,112m

1,600m

823m

572m

572m

465m

330m

330m

Facebook Inc, Dominates the Social Media Landscape
Monthly active users of selected social networks and messaging 
services worldwide 

*July 2019 or latest available/Source: Company data via DataReportable Q3 Global Digital Statshot

Only about 6% 
of your audience 

sees your 
organic posts
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Words Matter
Jeff Cowan, Jeff Cowan’s Pro Talk

Managing expectations

Your customers picked you. They already know 
what they want and need before they arrive at the 
service desk. They already know the price and, most 
probably, the time involved.

So, quality of service is what matters. It’s not 
a question of whether your customers have 
expectations when they visit but rather, who sets 
those expectations. The key to success is taking 
control of those expectations.

Every interaction with the customer should end 
with the next expectation being set by the service 
employee. And every service team member must 
speak the same way, using the same word tracks.

By using the wrong words service teams create 
expectations they can never meet. Some words 
create fear and concern but the right words create 
trust and calm.

Despite the growth of online business, some 85% of all sales in the US on a daily basis are made through 
actual human face-to-face or voice-to-voice contact. But it’s what’s said during that contact that makes all 
the difference.

Learning a few word tracks (or scripts) will 
accomplish what all the technology in the world 
will never achieve. Saying the correct words to your 
customers will help you get perfect CSI scores and 
create a process that will deliver over 80% customer 
retention.

It is a myth that service teams don’t like word tracks. 
In fact service teams use some form of word tracks 

all the time; perhaps out of habit, working with 
phrases and scripts that they feel comfortable with.

So, it’s not a question of ‘if’ service teams are using 
word tracks but rather, whose word tracks. Are they 
working with scripts they have created – or the ones 
that you create and hold them accountable to say?

Keep selling

The key to ensuring your customers see value in 
your employees and your services, is to never stop 
selling who and what you are. Key words need to be 
used non-stop with customers forever. 

Advisors and service team members need to be 
taught how to sell themselves. With the right words 
you can turn your customers from adversaries to 
advocates, for life.

Companies that 
have high customer 
retention never stop 
selling who and what 

they are

Mean

Appointment Check-in

Recommendation Factory or our recommendation

Mechanic/Our guys

Factory-designed and engineered partsParts

Factory-trained technical expertWorkshop foreman

Factory-trained service advisorService advisor

Factory-trained technician

Use
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Five Opportunities To Win At Service
David Foutz, Vice President Sales, Xtime

Franchised dealers are increasing their share of aftersales business but a number of long term 
challenges remain. Cars are getting more and more reliable and the connected car means items 
such as software updates no longer require a workshop visit.

To win back more business, dealers need to adopt a more customer-centric approach. Many of the 
challenges arise because of differences between customer expectations and dealership delivery.

There are five key opportunities in the service process where dealers either win or lose business.

3 Inspection

Ensure you have a thorough, high 
quality inspection to promote 
customer confidence in the service 
process. Give customers timely 
information about additional 
work in order to save them the 
frustration of repeat visits.

Illustrate repair issues with 
video or photos attached to any 
estimates and make it easy for 
the customer to say ‘yes’. Provide 
the ability to pay online and offer 
finance options.

4 Delivery

Ask for the next appointment 
citing service history, OEM 
recommendations and any pending 
inspection work. Check on day or 
time preferences.

Share genuine enthusiasm and 
express gratitude toward the 
customer for the visit.

5 Between visits

Follow up communications show 
that you care, but make sure they 
are specific to the customer and 
the vehicle. Remind customers of 
past declined work and invite them 
to come back.

Be aware of any special offers and 
make sure they are honoured. 
Tailor promotions to account 
for available capacity by tying 
discounts to specific, slower,  
time slots.

1 Appointment

Make it easy to book online. If your scheduling tool tells 
customers you are booked up, you’re effectively saying 
‘we’re closed for business’. 

Display clear pricing online. The average cost of routine 
maintenance at a dealership is comparable to third-
party providers and 71% of customers are concerned 
about transparent cost estimates.
.

2 Check in

Know your customers; know why they are coming in 
and have the vehicle history to hand. Check for any 
recall or outstanding aftersales work from previous 
visits to create upsell opportunities.

Using a proactive check-in device, such as a tablet, 
engages the customer and encourages repair 
decisions. Dealerships using tablets see a 6.7% 
increase in customer retention.

Encourage customers to opt-in to text updates and 
communicate throughout the service process.

“Definitely will” return 
for service when 

updated via phone

Source: JD Power 2017

“Definitely will” return 
for service when 
updated via text

Source: JD Power 2017

55% 67%

Receive text 
message updates

Source: JD Power 2017

3%
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Luxury Brands In Las Vegas
ASE guests get fascinating insight at Towbin Motorcars

The opportunity to see behind the scenes at a US motor dealer is always one of the highlights of an ASE NADA 
trip – and this year was no exception. Indeed, it was described as “one of the best ever”.

Towbin Motorcars, on the west side of Las Vegas, is one of the leading luxury car dealerships in the US. The 
family-owned group has franchises for Rolls Royce Motor Cars, Bentley Motors, Aston Martin, Ferrari, Maserati and 
electric luxury car maker, Karma.

Investment in the business over the last couple of 
years has been significant as David Reunert, Head 
of Sales Operations explained. A new Italian-brands 
showroom was opened in 2017, while the main 
showroom and workshop was completed in 2011. 
Both are multi-brand facilities. 

Reunert was recruited to Towbin two and a half 
years ago and tasked with turning the business 
round. Aged just 26, he has been selling cars for 
longer than you might expect – he started broking 
cars online at the age of 12 and joined his first 
dealership while still in school aged 15.

Reunert has introduced performance-based pay 
plans and upped spend on marketing and training 
as he reshapes the dealership to grow volume 
and profitability. Changing the culture to reflect 
performance has been an important part of  
his success. 

The campus includes one of the fastest growing 
Ferrari dealerships in the world and their  
Rolls Royce store was in the running for Dealer of 
the Year. This year Towbin hopes to sell around 

350 new cars across all six brands and about 250 
used. As a business the campus holds over $25m of 
inventory; of which $6.48m is used cars.

Las Vegas, the entertainment capital of the US, has 
some advantages for luxury car sales. A favourable 
personal and corporate tax regime means it attracts 
some of the country’s wealthiest individuals and it 
is now the seventh fastest growing city in the US. 
Around 1200 individuals earning over $1m a year 
move to the city every 12 months.

Towbin Motorcars also benefits from the VIP-
programmes run by the big hotels and casinos in the 
city. Both Wynns and MGM are major customers for 
Rolls Royce especially, offering courtesy limousines 
for their high-rolling visitors – a Phantom on the fleet 
will cover 130,000 miles before being traded.

Used cars are a growing side of the business, with 
around 75% across all brands being bought in 
through off-lease programmes from manufacturers. 
Workshop business is up too, though Towbin 
struggles to recruit qualified technicians and now 
has its own apprenticeship scheme.

Growth is our  
biggest success and 

also our biggest 
challenge, as a 

business we are 
moving into uncharted 

territory
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